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What does this mean for you? Player models
are more realistic than ever You can now use
the “Play as a Player” functionality to play
matches with up to 11 players in one Career
The number of players you can use to make
up your XI is now limited only by your Create-aPlayer Match Flow continues to be improved
with new animations, Improved ball passing
and shooting mechanics as well as intelligence
behind the ball Demoing a "Player in Soccer"
match using a full 11 man team "Player in
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Demo Features Updated Demo Updated Demo
Features It’s history at World Cup™ finals, as
the Brazuca is taking its place in the playing
arena. See how FIFA reacts to the new FIFA
Brazuca during gameplay. Updated Demo
Select menu in demo New Playlist Mode:
Brazza’s Five-a-side Two new modes featuring
more variety and playability: Brazza’s Five-aside: The most historically accurate mode has
you facing your opponent in a 5-a-side format,
by using all 11 players from FIFA 21. However,
you can now also use the “Play as a Player”
functionality to play the full 90 minutes of a
match using a full 11 players. Notes:
Opponents in this mode carry their player
cards in their hand, so it is important to keep
track of your own numbers If you accidentally
miss someone or lose the ball in this mode,
they can score in a similar style to real life.
The player must still be on the pitch and the
ball must be played (with the exception of a
free kick) If you don’t have a player card in
your hand, your actions will still be recorded in
this mode, but you won’t have their
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opponent’s player card in front of them
Brazza’s Five-a-side: The best-of-3 quarter
final matches will all use the full 11 men from
FIFA 21, but the semi-finals and final will use
only the players in your team. The maximum
number of players is now limited only by your
Create-a-Player If you lose a match in this
mode and you have lost all 11 players, you
can now use this mode to “reload” and

Features Key:
Data-driven gameplay – Data-driven gameplay makes FIFA 22 connect like never before,
delivering a truly immersive football game.
Data-driven player models – The most realistic player models yet in the history of football.
The high-fidelity, body-motion-captured models and the attention to detail bring life and
authenticity to the world of FIFA.
A brand-new presentation – The biggest FIFA title to date features a new player presentation
that celebrates the world's best footballers.
Flawless control – A brand-new control scheme enhances the control and ball dexterity of
players.
Redefined Ultimate Team – FIFA Ultimate Team returns, evolving and expanding to include all
the great additions in new modes, winning cards, and new scoring and competition
mechanics.
Competitive Seasons – With Career mode, live out your dreams as a manager or a player.
Compete and win in the new competitive seasons and National Leagues.
The Journey – A new Journey experience lets you explore stunning reimagined stadiums and
authentic locations from around the world. Earn rewards, unlock iconic journeys and features,
and interact with FIFA World Stars to join the Club of your dreams.
A new Deep Learning AI - The new AI team will improve further every year, compete at club,
national and international level, and deliver a true-to-life football experience, with full staff
formations, fitness, and multiple layers of artificial intelligence.
Content Store – FIFA Ultimate Team will return with new FIFA Ultimate Team cards, new
player face-masks, new and revised kits, new and re-imagined stadiums, and new ways to
compete in Seasonal Matches.
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FIFA is EA SPORTS’ football simulation video
game franchise, the most popular and
successful franchise in the history of the
industry. It is a staple of the EA SPORTS
Console franchise in terms of worldwide sales
and player engagement. FIFA 20 on
PlayStation®4 and Xbox One FIFA World
Cup™ Live Enhanced FIFA is the most
authentic football video game series and a
football fan’s dream come true. Players can
choose between national teams, as well as 99
clubs from all over the world in the fullyloaded FUT 20. FIFA World Cup™ Live
Enhanced Keep track of the action from every
tournament live with new TV coverage from
Fox Sports. See every legendary match, from
just the preliminary phase to the final
moments of the biggest sporting event of the
year. FIFA 20 on PlayStation®4 and Xbox One
Customise Your Squad, Equipment and More
From boots to kits, from boots to kits, and
more boots and kits, through to the latest Fifa
20 players – with all the latest signings,
retirements, and rumours – the squad is
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completely yours to personalise. Customise
your squad, kit, fans and more to bring your
team to life. Choose the jersey, boots, socks
and shorts of your players and create clubs,
managers, stadiums and more. Set how your
players look, run, pass and dribble by
personalising their attributes. From boots to
kits, from boots to kits, and more boots and
kits, through to the latest FIFA 20 players –
with all the latest signings, retirements, and
rumours – the squad is completely yours to
personalise. Customise your squad, kit, fans
and more to bring your team to life. Choose
the jersey, boots, socks and shorts of your
players and create clubs, managers, stadiums
and more. Set how your players look, run,
pass and dribble by personalising their
attributes. Play the World’s Fastest Game Get
to the pitch faster, intercept more passes and
take more corners, and compete in the most
dynamic and varied gameplay in any football
video game. Discover all-new ways to play on
the pitch with new dynamic dribbling features
that take the unpredictable unpredictability of
the real game to new heights. Play the World’s
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Tackle a series of challenges and unlock
amazing players. Put your skills to the test and
discover the best of the best as you create the
ultimate club. Use tactical training tools to
build the perfect squad and then take the
ultimate challenge by travelling around the
globe in the new all-new international set-up,
'World Tours'. Community Seasons – For a
complete new way to play FIFA, challenge
friends online or against the AI, each with new
community seasons for FIFA Ultimate Team
and Career mode. From a National team
season to a local club season, FIFA Ultimate
Team will let you create your squad, play and
compete for ranking points. FIFA 22 will also
include 19 community-hosted tournaments
featuring challenges, prizes, and scoring
mechanisms. Easter Egg – Take control of
Harambe, an Extra Large Sweet-milk
Mozzarella cheese ball and become the next
best thing in PES (playstation exclusive) – to
get double points! Storylines and Moments
Harambe Will Rise Again – In commemoration
of Harambe’s tragic story, Nintendo and The
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Gorilla Organisation thought it important to
acknowledge the moment Harambe was shot
and to recognize his spirit through FIFA 20. In
celebration of all things Harambe, players can
now roam the pitch in celebration as their own
spirit animal, Harambe, and score double
points on all goals. FIFA 22 will feature 3
Classic Moments and 5 Storylines that capture
key moments and key characters from the
FIFA 20 Event Packs. These moments are also
connected to the new FIFA Ultimate Team
‘World Tours’ which can be played throughout
the Career Mode. Classic Moments Gates of
Vienna-During the first group stage match of
the FIFA World Cup 2018, fans in Graz, Austria
were surprised when an unknown figure
walked into the pitch before the match. It was
the legendary Austrian striker, Uwe, who had
made his way from a PES Championship
Manager and would impact the course of the
World Cup. Gates of Vienna is a special Zone
that lets you take your FIFA Ultimate Team to
this historical moment in World Cup history.
Origins Arena – After the opening match of the
FIFA World Cup 2018, fans in São Paulo were
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surprised when a small stadium with a
capacity of 2,500 people was built. This
stadium, now known as the Estádio do
Maracanã, has since been a match venue for
the iconic tournament and now home of one of
Brazil's biggest clubs, Fl
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What's new in Fifa 22:
Three new kits for Brazil’s Santos FC, Mexico’s Club
America and Bolivia’s Club Aurora.
Three new celebrations for Brazil’s Samba, Mexico’s
Sombrero de Toro and Bolivia’s Harada Flag.
New Champ History. The ultimate goal for every club in the
Champions League tournament.
This year, 96 clubs are competing for the famous
trophy. In addition to the usual Champions League
title, there are 16 other Champions League cups to
win on a three-tiered scale from the Europa League
(level 1), through to the UEFA Super Cup (level 2) to
the FIFA Club World Cup (level 3).
Six new futsal kits, plus a new player clothing option that
recreates the authentic feel of the sport on new FIFA
Futsal pitch.
New weather system that adds real-world weather
conditions to stadiums, pitches and training grounds.
Experience wind gusts of up to 16 metres per second
in the wind tunnels of Tottenham Hotspur’s training
ground.
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On November 24th, 2017, Electronic Arts
released FIFA 18 to Xbox One, PS4, and PC.
The game was universally praised for its
innovation, gameplay, and various
improvements over the previous entry in the
long-running franchise. FIFA 17 was developed
by a different set of teams, including both
series veterans and fresh faces, to build upon
what made FIFA 18 so successful. This year’s
release received “Great” reviews across the
board, with Metacritic scores of 83/100 for
PS4, 91/100 for Xbox One, and 84/100 for PC.
After a brief return to the single-player story
mode, FIFA 19 is now available, and EA
SPORTS once again returns with FIFA for the
new year. We’ve had a chance to sit down
with Creative Director of Career Mode and
Player Intelligence at EA SPORTS, Levent
Nazar, who talked to us about the many
changes that are introduced to the longrunning series. Gameplay The addition of new
ways to affect the ball in real time have been
a main focus of FIFA 19. In this game, these
effects are used in all three of the main game
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modes: Player Create, Skills, and Manager. All
of these systems are part of FIFA’s Player
Intelligence, a key innovation of the game
from FIFA 17. Player Create The Player Create
mode, which can be accessed directly from
the main menu, has two main options to
choose from: Your Player and Your Manager.
The Your Player option allows you to create a
player from scratch with all of the attributes
available in the game. The Your Manager
option allows you to create a manager who
has specific attributes assigned to him or her
to build upon when managing players.
Creating a manager lets you manage a team
for a single match, while creating a player lets
you manage a team for a longer span of time.
The You Player option has a very simple
interface: a camera to control your player’s
running, skill, and vision. The Your Manager
option has a much more extensive and
advanced camera system that manages a
variety of different settings to let you choose
everything from how your players walk to
which character their animations will be based
on. The camera for both options is one of the
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major additions to the gameplay mechanics of
the game. In FIFA 18, this camera was found
only when you went to one of the menus, but
in FIFA 19, it’s in every option at all times.
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Memory: Minimum of 4 GB RAM Windows XP,
Vista, 7 (32-bit), 8, 8.1, 10 Processor: 1GHz
dual-core processor or equivalent Storage:
2GB available space Graphics: 1GB video RAM
Sound card: DirectX 9.0-compatible sound
card Internet connection Emulation: All
platforms XBOX 360 Playstation 3 Xbox one
Windows 7 Windows 8/8.1/10 Playstation 4
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